Mechanisms of memory reorganization during retrieval of acquired behavioral experience in chicks: the effects of protein synthesis inhibition in the brain.
According to current concepts, memory can be disrupted by administration of protein synthesis inhibitors over a relatively short time period before and after learning. However, data have been obtained indicating that protein synthesis inhibitors can induce amnesia when given long after learning if administration is performed in reminder conditions, i.e., when the animal is presented with one of the environmental components which previously formed the learning situation. The aim of the present work was to confirm the possibility of inducing memory disruption in chicks at late post-learning stages by administering the protein synthesis inhibitor cycloheximide in association with a reminder procedure. Day-old chicks were trained to perform a standard passive avoidance task. Chicks were given cycloheximide (20 microg, intracerebrally) 5 min before the reminder procedure, which was performed 2, 24, or 48 h after training. Testing was conducted 0.5, 1, 3, 24, and 48 h after the reminder. Administration of cycloheximide in association with the reminder procedure induced the development of temporary amnesia, whose duration gradually decreased as the interval between training and reminding increased. These data led to the hypothesis that a memory reactivated by a reminder undergoes a process of reorganization and reconsolidation, which depends on the synthesis of new proteins. The quenching of the ability of protein synthesis inhibition during the reminder to disrupt memory demonstrates the existence of a gradual process resulting in consolidation of memory between 2 and 48 h of learning.